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Abstract
This paper studies the complexity of type inference in -calculus with subtyping. Infering
types is equivalent to solving systems of subtype inequalities. These inequalities are solved
over simple types ordered structurally from an arbitrary set of base subtype assumptions. In this
case, we give a new PSPACE upper bound. Together with the previously known lower bound,
this result settles completely the complexity of the problem, which is PSPACE-complete. We
use a technique of independent theoretical interest that simpli,es existing methods developed in
the literature. Finally, we show how our polynomial space algorithm, although mainly theoretical,
can lead to a slight practical improvement of existing implementations. c© 2002 Published by
Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
Subtyping is considered as a key feature of object-oriented languages. Its power can
be expressed in the subsumption rule introduced by Mitchell [12]:
e : t t6u
e : u
(1)
This rule expresses the substitutivity of any expression of type t wherever an expression
of type u is expected, provided that t is a subtype of u. It allows, for example, an
heterogeneous list to be typed provided all its elements have subtypes of a given type.
This kind of subtyping polymorphism is di6erent from the parametric polymorphism
of functional languages such as ML.
In this paper, we are concerned with type inference in simply-typed -calculus in the
presence of the subtyping rule. When this rule is not used, type inference is equivalent
to solving a uni,cation problem, i.e., a system of equalities between type expressions
(cf. [11]). In contrast, the presence of the subsumption rule makes the type inferer
generate a system of subtype inequalities (cf. [17, 9, 13] for precise de,nitions).
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For example, typing the term (x :xx)(y:y) (see [13]) is equivalent to solving the
following system of inequalities:
x → tx1x26tx : x1x2 ;
y → ty6ty:y:
t x : x1 x26ty:y → t( x : x1 x2)(y:y);
tx16tx2 → tx1x2 ;
x6tx1 ;
x6tx2 ;
y6ty;
(2)
where x and y represent the type of variables x and y and te the type of each
subexpression e (the two di6erent occurrences of x are labelled x1 and x2). 1
In other words, the problem of typing a term reduces to the problem of satisfying
of a system of inequalities. Conversely, Hoang and Mitchell [9] have proved that the
satis,ability of any system of inequalities reduces to the typability of a certain -term.
Hence, as far as the complexity of typability is concerned, we can concentrate on the
problem of solving a given system of inequalities.
Many type systems with subtyping have been studied in the literature since the
work of Mitchell. Amongst other characteristics, they can be classi,ed according to
the structure in which the inequalities are to be solved. Mitchell [12] followed by
Fuh and Mishra [7, 8] proposed simple (,nite) types as in traditional ML. In this
structure, notice that the example above is ill-typed, because of the self application
(xx). Amadio and Cardelli [1] put forward recursive types, which are required in the
context of object-oriented programming if objects are considered as extensible records.
Finally, Tiuryn and Wand [17] have also studied arbitrary, not necessarily recursive,
in,nite types.
The de,nition of the subtyping ordering itself also varies. In structural subtyping,
comparable types must match, i.e., have the same “shape”. In contrast, the ordering
of Amadio and Cardelli is non-structural, since, for example, there exists a least type
⊥. Palsberg and O’Keefe [13] have shown that such a system is really equivalent to a
certain form of data Eow analysis. On the other hand, simple types and structural sub-
typing are closer to the spirit of ML. They have recently been advocated by Bourdoncle
and Merz [5] as a basis for a simple, yet powerful, extension of ML with subtyping,
called ML6, where object orientation is achieved by means of multi-methods instead
of extensible records, which makes recursive types no longer necessary.
In this paper, we study the computational complexity of satisfying subtype inequal-
ities over simple types ordered structurally from an arbitrary primitive order on base
1 The inequalities are here generated systematically using the algorithm described in [13]. An eGcient
implementation may of course perform on-the-Ey simpli,cations to reduce the size of the problem.
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types. This problem appears naturally in the ML6 type system, which is the motivation
of this work.
Previously, the complexity was known for particular restricted classes of primitive
orders such as lattices or trees (cf. [16, 15, 3]), where it turns out to be in PTIME.
For the general case where no restriction is put on primitive subtyping, there was a
gap between the PSPACE lower bound proved by Tiuryn [16] and the DEXPTIME
upper bound stated by Tiuryn and Wand [17] as a corollary of a more general result
on in,nite types. In this paper, we ,ll this gap and prove:
Our result: the satis,ability of systems of subtype inequalities over simple types is in
PSPACE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the problem is formally de,ned
in Section 2. Before we examine the satis,ability over ,nite types, we ,rst give in
Section 3 a characterization of satis,ability over in+nite types. We proceed by Eattening
a system of inequalities as in [17, 5]. However, our method turns out to be simpler
since it does not make use of uni,cation. We believe that beyond the modest practical
impact of our result, this method has some theoretical interest. In Section 4, we go back
to ,nite types and show how to restrict the Eat system to have only ,nite solutions.
We obtain a ,nite Eat system. In Section 5, we exploit its regular structure to design
a polynomial space algorithm for satis,ability and we discuss the practical issue of
this rather theoretical algorithm. In particular, we show how existent implementations
could be only slightly modi,ed to lower their doubly exponential worst case to a simply
exponential one.
Technical de,nitions and detailed proofs are left in appendices.
2. The problem
Let C be a ,nite non-empty set of base types. We assume a binary type constructor
→. A ground type is a ,nite term over this signature. We denote T (C) the set of
ground types.
The base types are partially ordered by a primitive subtype order . The subtype
order over ground types is then generated from  by the following rules:
c; d ∈ C c  d
c6d
;
u06t0 t16u1
t0 → t16u0 → u1 (3)
The second rule expresses the expected contravariant=covariant behavior of →, which
is required for soundness of the type system (see [12]).
A subtype constraint  is a set of inequalities t6u, where t and u are types with
variables from a denumerable set X . It is said to be satis+able in T (C) if there exists
a valuation  :X →T (C) such that t6u holds 2 for all t6u∈ .
2 t denotes the application of  to t, where  is extended by morphism to T (C).
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Problem (Tiuryn [16]). UNIFORM-SSI: Given a ,nite poset C and a ,nite constraint ,
is  satis,able in T (C)?
Remark. Notice the similarity with uni,cation, which is at the heart of the ML type
system. A uni,cation constraint is a set of equalities t= u to be solved over simple
terms. Notice also that if (C;) is a discrete partial order, then two types are com-
parable if and only if they are equal. In this case UNIFORM-SSI is actually equivalent
to uni,cation. This is why simple types with structural subtyping constitute a natural
extension of ML.
3. Satis!ability in in!nite types
In this section, we start by considering satis,ability of a constraint over in+nite
types. As we shall see in the next section, this problem is a natural way of tackling
UNIFORM-SSI. Our presentation is adapted from [17] but turns out to be slightly simpler.
3.1. In+nite types
Here, we introduce the ground in,nite types and their subtyping. The precise tech-
nical de,nitions, taken from [6, 10, 17, 13], are given in Appendix A.
A ,nite type can be considered as an incomplete binary tree whose nodes are labelled
with elements of C or with the type constructor →. The set of labels is denoted by
C[ =C ∪{→}. A node is addressed by a ,nite string of 0’s and 1’s that describes the
path from the root of the tree to the node, 0 meaning “take the left branch” and 1,
“take the right branch”. The label in type t at address w is denoted by t[w], so that a
type de,nes a partial mapping from addresses to labels.
An in,nite type is directly de,ned as such a mapping, except that its domain is not
necessarily ,nite. We denote IT (C) the set of in,nite types over C.
Subtyping in,nite types in a consistent way w.r.t. (3) requires to compare labels
node by node:
t6u i6 ∀wt[w] w u[w]: (4)
In this de,nition, the order  has been extended to C[ by making → comparable
only to itself. As a consequence, two comparable types necessarily de,ne labels at
the same set of addresses, i.e., have the same “shape”. That is why this subtyping is
called structural, as opposed to Amadio=Cardelli ordering, which is generated from
⊥ → 	.
The superscript w is introduced here to cope with the expected contravariance of
→ on its left argument and serves no other purpose. It is the parity of the number of
0’s in w; 0 is the relation , and 1 its reverse. This can be considered as a minor
technical detail and ignored at ,rst sight in the sequel.
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3.2. Flattening a constraint
By “Eattening”, we mean reducing the satis,ability of a constraint over constructed
types to the satis,ability of a /at constraint over labels.
Let us illustrate the method on a simple example. Take x6y→ (c→ x) (see [17]).
We ,rst consider the equivalent constraint:
 =


x6z;
z = y → t;
t = u → x;
u = c;
(5)
where no type expression is more than one level deep and where inequalities occur only
between variables. It is straightforward to verify that any constraint can be rewritten
that way without a6ecting its satis,ability (see Appendix A.3). So, without loss of
generality, we shall only consider such “shallow” constraints.
We then assume a set of label variables xw; yw; : : : indexed by strings w. They are
used to express the following constraint over C[:
[ =


xw w zw;
z =→; z0w = yw; z1w = tw;
t =→; t0w = uw; t1w = xw;
u = c;
(6)
which is systematically generated from  in an obvious way and can be split into:
• a root constraint 3 [ = {x  z; z =→ ; t =→ ; u = c};
• deep constraints:
◦ [0w = {x0w (0w) z0w; z0w =yw; t0w = uw} and
◦ [1w = {x1w (1w) z1w; z1w = tw; t1w = xw}.
Lemma 1.  is satis+able over in+nite types i1 [ is satis+able in C[.
The idea of the proof is to identify xw and x[w]. The label constraint [w expresses
the condition (4) at address w. Thus, satisfying  is equivalent to satisfying all the [w
simultaneously. The formal de,nitions of the Eat constraints and a complete proof of
Lemma 1 are given in Appendix B.
Remark. From [; we can deduce that x; x1; x11; : : : are equal to → and that x10;
x1110; : : : belong to C. This corresponds exactly to the “most general shape” of solu-
tions of  introduced in [17]. However, the method presented above does not use this
shape to generate the Eat constraint, which makes the presentation simpler. Like in
[17], it would now be possible to build a BOuchi tree automaton that accepts only the
3  denotes the empty string.
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solutions of [, which would prove that the satis,ability of  over IT (C) is decidable
in exponential time. The construction of the automaton would certainly bene,t from
the simplicity of [. We will not develop this any further since we are only interested
in ,nite types.
4. Satis!ability in !nite types
So far, we have reduced the satis,ability of a constraint  over in,nite types to the
satis,ability of a label constraint. Now, how can we test that  has a +nite solution?
The idea is to limit the height of the solutions. If the height of a solution of  is
strictly greater than H , it means that x[w] =→ for a certain variable x and address w
of length H . Hence, by requiring that the label variables xw; yw; : : : be di6erent from
→ whenever the length of w is H; we force the height of the solutions of  to be less
than H .
Example. x6y→ (c→ x) has no solution of bounded height since x = x1 = x11 =
· · · =→ . Hence, it has no ,nite solution.
Once this restriction is enforced, the in,nite label constraint [ actually becomes
equivalent to a ,nite constraint: to prove that the types x; y; : : : ; whose heights are
supposed bounded by H; are a solution of ; we need to compare the labels up to
depth H at most. So, it is enough to verify the constraints [w for all strings w whose
length is bounded by H . Hence, [ is equivalent to the conjunction of all [w with
|w|6H .
Finally, it is shown in Appendix C.1 that if  is satis,able over ,nite types, then
there exists a solution whose height bounded by the size of . So, choosing H = ||
is equivalent to constraining  to have a ,nite solution of any height.
The following lemma sums up these remarks:
Lemma 2. A constraint  is satis+able in T (C) if and only if [ has a solution such
that xw; yw; : : : =→ when |w|= ||. If so; [ and
⋃
|w|6|| 
[
w have exactly the same
solutions.
5. A polynomial space algorithm
To test the satis,ability of  over ,nite types, we now have to solve a ,nite Eat con-
straint. Its size is always exponential w.r.t. ||. A naOPve algorithm would guess values
for the exponential number of label variables and would thus run in non-deterministic
exponential time. In this section, we show how to exploit the very regular structure of
[ to design a polynomial space algorithm.
The algorithm is based on the following remark: the only label variables that may
appear in both [0w and 
[
1w are the xw; yw; : : : . Once their values have been guessed,
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uniform-ssi (C; ) is
//assume x1; : : : ; xn are the variables of 
sat (; {})
where sat (w′; ) is
// If w′=0w or 1w; then  maps xiw to C
[
if |w′|6 || then
choose c1; : : : ; cn ∈C[ // non-deterministic choice
if |w′|= || then
check c1; : : : ; cn =→
′ := {x1w′ → c1; : : : ; xnw′ → cn}
//[w′ contains only x
i
w or x
i
w′ ; so 
[
w′
′ is closed
check [w′
′
sat (0w′; ′)
sat (1w′; ′)
Fig. 1. The algorithm.
[0w and 
[
1w can be satis,ed independently. So, we do not really need to keep track of
the whole exponential Eat constraint or the whole solution, but only of a polynomial
subset.
The algorithm, given in Fig. 1, makes non-deterministic choices of values for xiw
and checks that these values satisfy [ up to depth || and that they are di6erent from
→ when the length of w is equal to this depth. So the correctness and completeness
of the algorithm stem directly from Lemma 2.
It runs in non-deterministic polynomial space, 4 hence in polynomial space (see [14])
because
• at a given moment, we keep in memory only  and ′;
• the depth of recursion is bounded by ||;
• [w contains the same number of inequalities as ; so that it can be computed and
represented in polynomial space w.r.t. the size of  and C.
Theorem 3. UNIFORM-SSI is decidable in polynomial space.
Let us now adopt a practical point of view on this algorithm. As is, it is by no
means eGcient. For example, the execution time is always exponential, no matter
what the constraint may be. A realistic implementation should at least use uni,cation
to enumerate only the relevant label inequalities. In practice, the Eattened constraint
is then claimed in [5] to remain of a reasonable size “when type-checking real-life
programs”, so that the e6ort to keep only part of it in memory is not really worth it.
Moreover, the eGcient algorithm for satis,ability presented by Bourdoncle and Merz
requires the whole Eat constraint.
4 Or more naturally in alternating polynomial time, which is in fact polynomial space (see [14]). This
seems to bear out the “non-determinism vs. alternation” framework proposed by Benke [4].
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The principle of this eGcient algorithm is the following: for each variable, a set
of possible values is maintained and incrementally re,ned until a ,xpoint is reached,
while non-deterministic instantiation and backtracking are used to explore the search
space.
Here, our result may have a slight practical impact: it provides an instantiation
strategy that keeps the depth of the backtracking tree bounded by ||; i.e., polyno-
mial. Whereas an arbitrary order can lead to an overall doubly-exponential worst case,
because the number of variables in the Eat constraint is in general exponential, this
particular strategy lowers it to a simply-exponential one. This would require only slight
modi,cations to existing implementations.
6. Conclusions
We have designed a polynomial space algorithm to solve the problem of satis,ability
of subtype inequalities over simple types. Together with the known PSPACE lower
bound of [16], it proves that type inference in the presence of subtyping over simple
types is PSPACE-complete.
Despite its theoretical Eavor, this result leads to a better understanding of existing
algorithms and suggests slight practical improvements.
There are still many open questions concerning the complexity of subtyping prob-
lems. It would be interesting to consider satis,ability over in,nite types and try to
extend the result of this paper. Further work would also include the study of con-
straint entailment. Over ,nite types (see [5]), the polynomial space upper bound can
be carried out. But over in,nite types (see [18]), even the decidability of entailment
is still an open question. We believe that the technique presented in Section 3 should
be valuable to express and tackle these problems.
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Appendix A. De!nitions
A.1. In+nite types
An in,nite type t ∈ IT (C) is a partial function from {0; 1}∗ to Cb = C ∪{→}. The
domain of this function is denoted by dom(t) and must satisfy the following conditions:
dom(t) is non-empty and pre,x-closed;
t[w] =→⇒ w0 ∈ dom(t) and w1 ∈ dom(t);
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t[w] ∈ C ⇒ w0 =∈ dom(t) and w1 =∈ dom(t): (A.1)
Notice that the empty string  always belongs to dom(t).
The set of type expressions with variables from X is IT (C; X )= IT (C ∪X ). For
t ∈ IT (C; X ), we de,ne
vars(t) = {w | t[w] ∈ X }; (A.2)
cons(t) = {w | t[w] ∈ C[}: (A.3)
The size and height of terms, constraints, and valuations are de,ned as
|t| = |dom(t)|; (A.4)
|| =
∑
t6u∈
|t|+ |u|; (A.5)
h(t) = max
w∈dom(t)
|w|; (A.6)
h() = max
t6u∈
{h(t); h(u)}; (A.7)
h() = max
x∈X
h(x): (A.8)
A.2. Subtyping in+nite types
1. Extend the partial order  from C to C[ by letting → →;
2. call parity of w∈{0; 1}∗ the number w∈{0; 1} de,ned by
w =
{
0 if the number of 0’s in w is even
1 otherwise;
(A.9)
3. let 0 be the relation  itself and 1 be its reverse;
4. ,nally, de,ne 6 on IT (C) by
t6u i6 ∀w ∈ dom(t) ∩ dom(u)t[w] w u[w]: (A.10)
Over T (C), this de,nition is equivalent to (3).
Lemma 4. If t6u then dom(t)= dom(u).
Proof. Suppose dom(t) = dom(u) and let w be a minimal string such that, say, w∈
dom(t) but w =∈ dom(u). It cannot be the empty string, since ∈ dom(u). So w=w′0
or w=w′1. By minimality of w; w′ ∈ dom(t) and w′ ∈ dom(u). So, t[w′] and u[w′] must
be comparable. Either they are both equal to →, but u[w] is then de,ned; or they are
both in C, but t[w] is then unde,ned.
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A.3. Shallow constraints
We say that a constraint is shallow if it contains only:
• inequalities between variables;
• equalities of the form x=y → z;
• equalities between a variable and a constant, like x= c.
Given a constraint , let us introduce a variable xt for each subterm that appears
in . We then de,ne a new constraint ′ that contains
• xt6xu when t6u∈ ;
• xt→u = xt → xu whenever these variables exist;
• xc = c for all c∈C.
Obviously ′ is a shallow constraint equivalent to . Moreover, there are at most ||
subterms in , so that |′| is linear w.r.t. ||. So, without loss of generality, we shall
only consider shallow constraints from now on.
Appendix B. Flattening lemma – in!nite case
B.1. De+nitions
Let  be a shallow constraint. For all w; [w is a Eat constraint over C
[ with variables
in X [ = {xw | x∈X; w∈{0; 1}∗}. It is built as follows:
• for all x6y∈ ; put xw w yw in [w;
• for all x=y → z ∈ , put
◦ x = → in [;
◦ x0w =yw in [0w;
◦ x1w = zw in [1w;
• for all x= c∈ , put x = c in [.
Finally, let [ =
⋃
w 
[
w.
B.2. Proof of Lemma 1
(⇐) Let [ be a solution of [. De,ne  by x[w] = xw[, the domain of x being
the set of w such that xw′[ = → for all proper pre,xes w′ of w. It is straightforward
that this domain is well-formed w.r.t. the conditions (A.1) and that  is a solution
of .
(⇒) From now on, let ∗ be some ,xed element of C, assumed non-empty. Suppose
that  is a solution of  in IT (C). De,ne [ : X [ → C[ by
xw[ =
{
x[w] if w ∈ dom(x);
∗ otherwise:
(B.1)
We prove that [ is a solution of [ by considering all the atomic constraints that may
have been put in [ during its construction:
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• if x6y∈ ; then x6y. By Lemma 4, either x[w] and y[w] are both de,ned,
thus xw[ = x[w]w y[w] =yw[; or neither are de,ned, thus xw[ = ∗=yw[.
Anyway, xw[w yw[;
• if x=y → z ∈ , then x=y → z and
◦ x[ = x[] =→;
◦ if w∈ dom(y), then 0w∈ dom(x) and x0w[ = x[0w] =y[w] =yw[. If w =∈
dom(y), then 0w =∈ dom(x) and x0w[ =yw[ = ∗. Anyway, x0w[ =yw[;
◦ similarly, x1w[ = zw[;
• if x= c∈ , then x= c and x[ = x[] = c.
Appendix C. Flattening lemma – !nite case
C.1. Kinds
For t ∈ IT (C; X ), we call 5 kind of t the element t ∈ IT ({∗}; X ) obtained from t
by replacing constants by ∗:
t[w] =


∗ if t[w] ∈ C;
→ if t[w] =→;
t[w] if t[w] ∈ X:
(C.1)
This de,nition is extended to valuations:
x = x: (C.2)
Finally,  is the uni+cation constraint over T ({∗}; X ) de,ned by
 = {t = u | t6u ∈ }: (C.3)
If  is a solution of , then  is clearly a solution of  but the converse
is generally false. However, if  is satis,able, then all the closed solutions of 
correspond to solutions of :
Lemma 5. If  is satis+able; then for every closed solution  of ; there exists a
solution  of  such that = .
Proof. Suppose that  is a solution of  and let  be a closed solution of . Let 0
be the most general uni,er 6 of . De,ne  by
dom(x) = dom(x) and x[w] =
{
x[w] if w ∈ cons(x0);
x[w] otherwise:
(C.4)
5 We use terminology and notations of [5]. However, our de,nition makes kinds just special terms. Similar
objects, called “shapes”, have been introduced in [16, 17, 8].
6 0 is generally not a closed solution.
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• We ,rst prove that = , i.e., that x[w] = x[w] for all w:
◦ if w =∈ cons(x0) then x[w] = x[w] and x[w] = x[w];
◦ if w∈ cons(x0), then either x0[w]∈C or x0[w] =→.
– If x0[w]∈C, then x[w]∈C because  is an instance of 0. So, by def-
inition (C.1), x[w] = ∗= x0[w].  being itself an instance of 0, we have
also x0[w] = ∗= x[w], and x[w] = x[w];
– similarly if x0[w] = →; x[w] = x[w].
• We then show that  is a solution of .
Let t6u∈  and w∈ dom(t) ∩ dom(u).
◦ If w∈ cons(t0) then t[w] = t[w]. Since t0 = u0, we have also w∈
cons(u0) and u[w] = u[w]. Now t[w] w u[w] since t  u. So, t[w] w
u[w];
◦ if w =∈ cons(t0), then t[w] = t[w] and u[w] = t[w]. Since t= u, t
[w] = u[w].
Hence, t6u.
C.2. Proof of Lemma 2
(⇐) Build  from [ as in proof of Lemma 1. Suppose that
∀x ∈ X; w ∈ {0; 1}∗|w| = || ⇒ xw[ ∈ C: (C.5)
If h()¿|| + 1, then there exist x∈X and some w such that |w|= || + 1 and
w∈ dom(x). Let w′ be the string such that w=w′0 or w=w′1. Necessarily, x[w′] =
→ which contradicts (C.5). Hence, h()6|| and  is a ,nite solution of .
(⇒) Suppose that  has a solution  such that h()6||. Then, x[w] = → when
|w|= ||, otherwise w0 would belong to dom(x) and h()¿|w0|= || + 1. So, the
solution [ of [ built in Appendix B.2 satis,es (C.5).
It remains to prove that if  is satis,able in T (C), then it has a solution  such
that h()6||. We know that  is satis,able in T ({∗}). The size of its most general
uni,er 0 may be exponential w.r.t. the size of  but eGcient uni,cation algorithms
would represent 0 as a DAG whose size is bounded by || (cf. [2]). Thus, the height
of 0 is bounded by ||. By replacing all variables in 0 by ∗, we obtain a closed
solution  such that h()6|| and by Lemma 5, we can build a solution  of  such
that = , hence h()6||.
Finally, if h()6||, it can be veri,ed that the di6erent cases considered in Appendix
B.2 to prove that [ satis,es [ come only from [w with |w|6||. So, [ needs only
to satisfy
⋃
|w|6|| 
[
w to be a solution of 
[.
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